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It’s that time of the year
when all of us are looking
forward to celebrating
the long-awaited winter
holidays. There will be
family fun, bundles of
laughter and not to forget,
lots of yummy food and
presents! However, it is
also important to realize
that some children may
not be as lucky as others
and we can all do our bit to
make their day special too.
Our Cover Story features
one such wonderful
initiative that our friend
and newest editorial team
member, Lucy, started last
year where she collected
sweets and treats for
children from families
relying on food banks.
Read her amazing story
on pg 4. Are you doing
anything special to spread
the festive spirit? We’d
love to hear your stories at
homecoolkids@gmail.com!
Merry Christmas and a
Happy New Year to all
our wonderful readers.
Thank you for supporting
us in 2021. Please keep
mentioning and sharing
our magazine with your
friends and family. We
hope you keep enjoying
HomeCool Kids for a long
time to come.
Happy Holidays!

SEE YOU ALL IN

2022

OUR EDITORIAL ADVISORY BOARD MEMBERS
x1: founder;
leader of
the pack,
wears all
hats: writer,
editor,
illustrator
aged 13

xai s: cofounder;
cool
cricketer;
headline
hunter;
story weaver
and poet
aged 11

mahnoor
d: artist
in making;
fabulous
big sister;
greenfingered
nature lover
aged 11

lauren p:
scientific
thinker;
cool gamer;
artistic
nature lover
aged 11

lucas d:
loves school
and playing
football;
enjoys home
life with
his younger
sister
aged 11

william
p: loves
reading;
interested
in history
and art;
minecraft
fan
aged 11

prisha
k: future
pop star;
versatile
performer:
singer,
dancer, song
writer
aged 10

shaanti k:
deep thinker;
fun ideas
generator;
animal
whisperer
aged 12

aadam
rasul:
movie buff;
passionate
marvel fan
aged 13

diya jain:
loves
reading,
writing
and a good
joke; enjoys
role-playing
games
aged 11

mia m:
inquisitive
teenager,
bookworm
and
daydreamer;
loves baking
aged 14

lucy h:
brave and
daft; loves
colouring
and writing
and music.
always
hungry
aged 10

TEAM BEHIND THE SCENES managing editor binny sabharwal
art director anita wankhede cover art: mahnoor d
OUR SPECIAL CONTRIBUTOR
benjamin
fallow: young
artist and
naturalist; loves
drawing out in
the countryside
aged 8
ABOUT US
We are a free digital magazine, written and produced by children. The magazine was
originally created by two siblings from Birmingham, UK, to lift the spirits of everyone
during these unusual times. Since the beginning of this pandemic, we have been
publishing experiences of children and presenting them in a fun and creative way. All
our written content is produced by 8-14 year olds; we also have some fabulous young
artists on our team who create some of the illustrations and paintings used in the
magazine (however, we do have some grown-up help for editing, layout designing and
social media management). The magazine is now run by a child-led editorial team with
the aim to inspire children of all ages by celebrating their resilience and creativity.
HomeCool Kids encourages a love for expression of ideas by giving children an
opportunity to take pride in their words and images, giving them a platform to share
their opinions about things that matter to them in ways which are comfortable for them.
DO CHECK US OUT ON
HTTP://WWW.HOMECOOLKIDS.COM
EMAIL US ON HOMECOOLKIDS@GMAIL.COM.
homecool kids is completely non-commercial and non-profit. however, no part of
this magazine may be reproduced in part or whole without express permission.
produced by - industrial maverick ltd (www.industrialmaverick.com) photo credits
(unless specified): unsplash, pixabay and pexels
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DO YOU HAVE A
STORY TO TELL?

AN INTERESTING
EXPERIENCE TO SHARE?

A COOL
PHOTOGRAPH
THAT YOU TOOK?

AN ARTWORK THAT
YOU WOULD LIKE US TO
FEATURE?

all you need to do is email us on homecoolkids@gmail.com or
get in touch with us on social media twitter/fb/insta @homecoolkids
all our content is written by children and we love to publish submissions from our readers!
so, what are you waiting for? get in touch and join the team!
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It’s the time to spread so
BY LUCY H

L

ast year, lots of
people were
struggling to
get food for
their families.
Lots of people were
really kind and gave
food donations to
their local food banks.
Our street did a
weekly collection
where people left
things outside on
a Thursday evening
and a neighbour
collected them all in.
A couple of times, my
mum and I along with
my brother helped to
collect the donations.
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As Christmas got
nearer, I started to
wonder whether the
children whose families
rely on food banks, had
any nice treats. I asked
my mum and she said
the children might get
some, but it would
be great to get more.
So, we messaged my
family and friends and
neighbours and asked
for help. A couple of
supermarkets even
gave us some sweets.
When we had finished
collecting, we took all
the nice treats to the

food bank and they
were really thankful that
we had helped. I hope it
made a tough time a bit
nicer for lots of children.
After last year’s
donations were so
well received by a
local food bank, I
decided to do it
again this year. I
also gained support
of our headteacher
who advertised
my appeal in the
school newsletters.
I also received lots
of donations from
neighbours and friends.

I collected
in excess
of 80 bags
of sweets
and treats.
I hope this
will add a
little extra
festive
sparkle
to some
children
going
through a
tough time
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SPECIAL

I am one of the ambassadors for The Children’s
Country House at Sudbury and we are helping design
the hall and museum before it opens to the public!
BY MAHNOOR D
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arlier this year, I became an
ambassador for The Children’s
Country House at Sudbury, a National
Trust property in the Midlands. All
the ambassadors are children and
we have worked with grown-ups to help design
the rooms at Sudbury Hall before it opens to the
public. I have taken part in workshops in which
my feedback and ideas have been considered for
the first country house experience for children in
the world!
“We believe The Children’s Country House
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is the first heritage experience
of its kind in the world where
the Hall, Museum and Gardens
have been brought together and
presented specifically for children,”
said Keren Randall, the Visitor
Experience Officer at Sudbury
Hall, in an interview. “The museum
part of Sudbury used to be a folk
museum and that’s where some

of the toys came from…It’s been
really interesting to look at displays
that have been there for quite a
few years…. What we’re doing now
is working directly with children
with new ideas and new energy
to help us inform what the new
museum should look like, as well as
developing the experiences in the
hall, garden and other components
such as the tea room. The whole
visit to the Children’s Country
House at Sudbury will be aimed at
giving children a fun, interactive,
exciting, inspiring day out.”
As well as putting forward
ideas, we have been able to add
personal touches such as a feature
with portraits the ambassadors
have painted of themselves and
taking part in a competition to
design dazzling and eye-catching
grasshoppers for the gardens.
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My favourite workshop
has been the one where we
spent time looking at the old
portraits around Sudbury Hall
and creating speech bubbles
for them. First, we had to walk
around the long gallery, noting
things we could see in the
paintings. I loved the portrait of
a knight in shining armour who
had a very curly moustache.
Subsequently, we had to come
up with questions that we would
like to ask the characters in
the paintings. I had a lot of fun
doing this; we came up with
some funny remarks as well as
some sensible ones!
In a games workshop, I
experienced playing games
that were played in the Victorian
times such as ‘the Queen’s
breakfast’ which is a memory
game, a variation of ‘Granny’s
Footsteps’ (there is a Queen and
servants carrying candles) and
a game called ‘Shut the Box’.
My dad and I had so much fun
playing this that we now all play
it at home. It was so interesting
to see that throughout history
games have always been a part
of life and the general ideas for
games have stayed the same
through time.
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I have also been lucky
to explore the beautiful
property with hardly anyone
around! One of my favourite
aspects of the hall and
museum is the interactive
Victorian section, where you
can crawl into a dark, supernarrow, life-sized chimney
and relive the experience of
Victorian chimney sweeps
(who would have been
children our age)! Another
one of my favourite parts
is the child’s bedroom on
the ceiling. The room below
the brilliant bedroom is a
journey through time as it
models different games,
outfits and toys from around
the world, such as; board
games from China, dice
games from India and old

page
artist to create the artwork on the
mirrors…..that was really fun,”
added Keren.
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The Children’s Country House
not only has a fabulous interior
but has a beautiful outside, with
a peaceful lake full of elegant,
white swans. The gardens are
full of gorgeous wildflowers with
enormous, old fashioned, white
benches that make you feel tiny
when you sit on them! The rockclimbing wall and swing are also
really cool!
So far, this experience has been
amazing and it has been really
exciting to know that I have been
part of developing it for children

Brownie and Scout uniforms
from the ‘80’s.
“Different adults have taken
on different spaces and areas to
look after. One of my favourite
things is the ‘Say Cheese
Mirrors’.....that was a really fun
process to go through…..talking
to the ambassadors to get
some ideas about what children
would like to be when they grow
up and then working with the

As Keren explained, “I definitely
think that it’s important to have
a museum for children because
the world changes so fast
sometimes…..it’s really important
to look at change over time….and
have a space where children can
be involved”.
I totally agree and I cannot
wait to visit when it is complete.
Whether you are interested in the
history of children’s lives and toys
or want to have fun pretending
to be an astronaut - there is
something for all children! The
Children’s Country House will
open in Spring 2022.
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NATURE

BY BENJAMIN FALLOW
(& HIS MUM)

I am an 8-year-old
young artist and
naturalist. I draw
and paint from
nature, and I love
to draw out in the
countryside. I hope
people will see
my artwork and
remember to care
for nature!
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enji has
been
carrying
paper and
pens in
his backpack since he
was three! Benji loves
studying the details
and learning facts
about each species. He
calls himself Benjamin
Fallow after fallow deer,
because deer are his
favourite animals.
Nature has helped
Benji through some
tough times in the last
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©BenjaminFallow

few years. The year before
the pandemic, Benji was
seriously ill. It took him many
months of hard work to get
better, and he missed nearly
a year of school. He had just
gone back when Lockdown
1 happened, and we were
shielding through that year,
and decided to home-school
officially for most of 2021.
During this time, Benji
has been turning our little
garden into a wildlife haven!
He made his own wildlife
pond out of an old washing
up bowl, a bug area, a bed of
pollinators, and a meadow,
collecting seeds and
planting them, and has been
learning to take cuttings to
grow his own vegetables.
He loves drawing flowers
and is possibly even more

©BenjaminFallow
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Lots of people
have been asking to
buy Benji’s pictures, so we
have finally made a little Etsy
shop! All profits from sales
of Benji’s cards and art prints
will To Reserva, an amazing
organisation which is creating the
world’s first-ever youth funded
rainforest reserve in Ecuador.
All the artwork for sale are
prints of Benji’s own work,
made by himself from
scratch at ages 6
and 7.

©BenjaminFallow

obsessed with the details of
flowers and plants than he
is with animals now!
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Benji also started to love
going on longer and longer
walks. This summer, we
walked the whole of the
South Down’s Way together.
We set out to walk 160
km. But when I looked at
the counter for each day’s
walking and added them
together, we didn’t walk
160 km at all– we walked
over 210 km! All together
Benji raised £2000 for
environmental charities!
Benji’s nature writing has
been published in BBC
Wildlife Magazine and The
Guardian Young Country
Diary. His artwork has been
included in the RA Young
Artists Summer Show, and
featured on Chris Packham’s
Self Isolating Bird Club,
The Wildlife Trusts, Natural
History Museum, RSPB, and
Greenpeace UK.
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The latest and
greatest update of
Minecraft is here. It
has a variety of new
and interesting
features. Here are
the four spectacular
things I love

HAS MORE

BY WILLIAM P

NEW WORLD
GENERATION
Both caves and
mountains have
been updated. You
can notice a change
in the heights of the
mountains. There are
also new mountain
biomes including
the Meadow Biome,
Grove Biome, Snowy
Slopes and three new
Peak Biomes.
And of course,
caves have been
updated too. From
Lush Caves to Vast
Canyons, each cave
type has something
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new to explore such
as the Lush Flower,
which hangs from the
roof dripping green
particles.
MUSIC
Several new music
tracks can be heard
in the new update to
compliment the new
biomes. There is also a
new music disc called
Otherside which lasts
3 minutes and 13
seconds. This disc is
rare and can be found
in stronghold and
dungeon chests.

underground below
Azalea trees.

NEW BIOMES
These two new
cave biomes were
eagerly awaited. The
Dripstone Caves
Biome comes with
dripstone blocks and
pointed dripstone
both hanging as
stalactites and
growing from the
ground as stalagmites.
The Lush Caves
Biome is a temperate
overworld cave biome
that has unique fauna
and flora and is found

LOOK OUT FOR
THE NEW MOB
The Warden is made
of skulk sensors and
responds to sounds.
It is a hostile mob
that spawns near
strongholds and
light level 0. The
WARDEN is also
blind and deals heavy
damage. However,
like Endermen, the
Warden is 3 blocks tall
and the player is 2 blocks
tall, so hiding under a 2
block gap is most suited.
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MYSTERIES

Welcome back to my book recommendations page. I am Mia,
aged 14, from The Young Press blog where, among other things,
I recommend children and young adult books that I have read
and enjoyed. I love to share my passion for reading and want to
encourage other young people to read more. Reading is a great
way to escape and I hope you like my selection of books in this
edition - focusing on magic, mystery and adventure

BY MIA
www.theyoungpressblogger.wordpress.com

Secrets of the Stars
BY MARIA KUZNIAR (AGE 9+)

The second in the series of A Ship of
Shadows, Secrets of the Stars is a thrilling
fantasy adventure full of mystery, magic
and wonder. As time runs out, feisty,
puzzle-solving Aleja, and the rest of the
pirate crew, must find the next piece of
a magical map before their arch enemy
François Levasseur. The heist-centred
plot is engaging
throughout and the
characters feel alive
from start to finish. It’s
such an empowering
novel with an
enchanting tale.
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The Last
Chance Hotel

BY NICKI THORNTON (AGE 9+)

Seth works at the mysterious
Last Chance Hotel as a kitchen
boy. One day, a peculiar group
of magicians visit, and following
a guest’s death after eating what
seems to be Seth’s dessert, he
is suddenly under suspicion. As
a murder investigation begins,
can Seth prove his innocence
by finding the real criminal? This
magical murder mystery will keep
you guessing right until the end.
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Defender of
the Realm

BY MARK HUCKERBY AND NICK
OSTLER (AGE 9+)

Deeplight

BY FRANCES HARDINGE
(AGE 12+)

Hark lives on the Island
Lady’s Crave with
his best friend Jelt,
tricking people into
buying fake godware
- relics of the dead
Gods. After another
of Jelt’s schemes fails,
Hark is indentured to
Dr Vyne – a peculiar
scientist interested in
the terrifying Gods
of the Undersea. Jelt
convinces Hark to help
him find some actual
godware to make them
rich and Hark reluctantly
agrees. Soon everything
starts to go wrong
when Jelt drowns and
Hark finds a mysterious
object to save him in the
Undersea.

16

The first book of a trilogy,
Defender Of The Realm is a
fantasy story set in modern
day Britain. Meet Alfie, 14
years old and heir to the
throne, he wants nothing
more than to go to school
without trouble. When
the black lizard begins
causing trouble across
the country, Alfie learns
to become the Defender.
With the help of Hayley, Brian and LC,
can Alfie stop the Black Lizard before
it’s too late, or will he crack under the
pressure of being the Defender whilst
also becoming King at the same time?

Red Queen

BY VICTORIA AVEYARD
(AGE 12+)

In this dystopian
fantasy, where the
colour of your blood
determines your
status, red blooded
Mare Barrow is thrust
into the world of the
powerful silver elite.
Lying becomes her only
hope of survival. With
her newly discovered
power, can she
somehow change her
fate and fight for what is
right - or will it all come
crumbling down?

For more book recommendations, check out my blog
www.theyougpressblogger.wordpress.com

Reading
tip

Read aloud –
read to your pet,
family, a friend
or yourself to
improve your
confidence and
communication
skills
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I love to play football
and I am lucky to
have met a wonderful
mentor who has
helped me develop
my game. Hopefully, I
can play professionally
like him one day
BY LUCAS D

W

hen I first
tried out for
my football
team, I
was very
apprehensive but last year, I had
the opportunity to meet an exprofessional footballer named
Paul Bignot who mentored me.
We worked together on tasks
and we talked about my selfbelief, confidence, and the
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future, and how to be the
best footballer I could be.
This made me feel more
confident in my training
and games.
Emotionally for me, it
was nice to share these
thoughts with someone
other than family. I
continued to improve in
my club and made my
district team.
What I have learned from
Paul is to believe in myself
and the skills I have, and
would always encourage
people to talk to those that
can give advice.
I had the privilege to
interview Paul. Here is
an excerpt.
1) Did you always aspire
to be a footballer?
Like most children who like
football, that’s what I had
always done, what I was
interested in. When I was
younger, I played for fun. I
got signed by an academy
when I was 13. My brother
was a professional
footballer so I used to go
watch his games so from a

18
young age, I knew that’s what I wanted
to do.
2) Was your family supportive of your
football career?
Yes. When I was in school, we had to
train two evenings and a Saturday a
week and my dad had to drive me
300 miles minimum a week and some
weeks it would be 500, 600 miles. If I
didn’t have a parent who was prepared
to do that, would I have ended up
having a career? My dad was very
supportive. Obviously, my brother had
been there and done that so I had
someone to guide me because football
is full of ups and downs.
3) What is the biggest lesson that
football taught you?
In a career, you will experience more
downs than ups. So when you have a
good moment, you have to enjoy them
as they do go quickly and when you
have the not so good moments, there
is always a lesson and building up that
resilience, never giving up because
eventually no matter how long it will
take, you will come out with something.
4) What advice would you give young
people who have a goal in their life?
My advice would be for a goal, think
big, dream big and then find out what
you are naturally good at and have a
passion for and then concentrate on
that one thing and don’t get distracted
because there are a lot of distractions.
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How to get cosy
physically:
 My favourite way is
to wear fluffy socks.
Just shove ‘em on and
ooh la la.
 Alternatively, wear
layers and layers of
socks - be careful not
to overheat!
 When you can’t
sleep because it’s too
cold, put some fluffy
socks on your feet
and hands. This helps
to trap the small
amount of body heat
and then you will
slowly warm up.
 When it’s cold and
you come home from
school, put your coat
on a warm radiator –
it’s a lovely sensation.
 Make sure to
snuggle up in your
onesie, dressing gown
or favourite hoodie.

How to get cosy
mentally:
 When you wake
up in the morning,
make your bed
straight away. This
will help you feel
fresh and organised.
Interestingly, scientists
have found that
it increases your
productivity and you
are more likely to
have a good night’s
sleep too.
 Spend quality time
with the people you
love and make sure
to relax.
Cosy comfort food:
When it comes to
comfort food, I love
anything ready-made,
simple or warm.
Especially, pizzas or
cottage pies. Frozen
food really hits the
spot for me. A drink
of warm honey and
lemon soothes a cold
and it is very tasty too.
Have a cosy
Christmas
everyone!

Did you
know?
Grey is the
cosiest
colour
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CHRISTMAS



CHRISTMAS
CRACKER
JOKES

WORD
SEARCH
NAMES FOR
SANTA CLAUS
AROUND THE
WORLD

➻ Pere Noel

➻ Weihnachtsmann

➻ Swiety Mikolaj

➻ Papai Noel

➻ Kanakaloka

➻ Ded Moroz

➻ Viejo Pascuero

➻ Mikulas

➻ Jultomten

➻ Dun Che Lao Ren

➻ Babbo Natale

➻ Father Christmas

➻ Kerstman

➻ Hoteiosho

➻ Joulupukki

➻ Julenissen

(Belgium, France)
(Brazil)
(Chile)

(China)

(The Netherlands)
(Finland)

(Germany)
(Hawaii)

(Hungary)
(Italy)

(Japan)

(Norway)


What do you call
an obnoxious
reindeer?
Rude-olf

Why didn’t anyone
bid for Rudolf and
Dasher on ebay?
Because they
were 2 deer

What drink does
Santa give to
naughty boys
and girls?
Coal-a

Who hides in
the bakery at
Christmas?
A mince spy!

(Poland)
(Russia)

(Sweden)

(United Kingdom)
ite

For answers, please visit our webs
www.homecoolkids.com/blog
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HOW CAN YOU SPREAD KINDNESS IN SCHOOLS AND IN YOUR COMMUNITY?

YOUR
VIEWS
MATTER!
TELL US
WHAT
YOU
THINK

Email us your responses to homecoolkids@gmail.com by Feb 28, 2022 for a chance to
see them published in the next issue of our magazine! The ideas will also be shared on
online at www.thechildrensvoice.net.
ABOUT THE CHILDREN’S VOICE: We aim to amplify young people’s voices and wisdom (like yours!) by sharing their
ideas and insights on how we can be a more compassionate, connected and sustainable world.
As well as sharing your ideas in our online gallery to inspire grassroots action, we hope
to feed them back to policy makers and organisations to enable wide-spread transformation.
Healthy planet, rebooting education, future cities…we ask, what do you think?
Together, we can make a difference.

www.homecoolkids.com

|

www.thechildrensvoice.

